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ABSTRACT:

This whitepaper presents KOOP360, a decentralized community-driven 

ecosystem that aims to provide innovative technologies such as 

Metaverse, AI, NFTs, and PTO (Play To Own) games. The ecosystem 

offers users and KOOPERS the opportunity to learn, play, use, and even 

develop tools, avatars, VR fields, ecosystems, games, NFTs, and more, 

while earning incentives and rewards. With a visionary team of AR/VR 

experts and blockchain evangelists, KOOP360 is poised to achieve 

exponential growth and drive the adoption of these technologies.

This whitepaper outlines the overview, roadmap, tokenomics, and 

features of the KOOP360 ecosystem.
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1.1 OVERVIEW

KOOP360 is a decentralized ecosystem that 

focuses on developing and implementing 

cutting-edge technologies such as 

Metaverse, AI, NFTs, and PTO games. The 

ecosystem empowers users to engage in 

various activities while earning incentives 

and rewards.

1.2 VISION AND REALITY

The visionary team behind KOOP360 has conducted extensive 

research on the integration of blockchain, AR/VR tools, and their real-

world applications. With the support of top global audit firms and the 

adoption of Fortune 500 companies, 

KOOP360 aims to achieve exponential 

growth within its ecosystem.
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1.3 ROADMAP

ECOSYSTEM SITE LAUNCH 

KOOP TOKEN DEVELOPMENT 

KOOP TOKEN LAUNCH 

PRESALE INITIATED 5,000 KOOP HOLDERS

KOOP LABS LLC INCORPORATION  

KOOP WALLET PHASE 01 LAUNCH

PHASE 01 - COMPLETED

PHASE 02 - COMPLETED

PRESALE CONTINUES 

20,000 KOOP HOLDERS

KOOPDEALS.COM – SITE LAUNCH

KOOPVERSE.COM – SITE LAUNCH

METAVERSE ARENA DEVELOPMENT & 

FIRST  METAVERSE TRIBUTE EVENT
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1.3 ROADMAP

PRESALE CONTINUES 

40,000 KOOP HOLDERS

KOOP360 GAMING SITE LAUNCH 

WITH ECOSYSTEM 1ST VREATED 

PLAY TO OWN & EARN GAME WITH 

STAKING UNDER WEB3 REALITY 

ENVIRONMENT

PHASE 03 – UNDER DEV PROCESS

PHASE 04 - KOOP360 TECH 
PROCESS GOES ON

PRESALE CONTINUES 

75,000 KOOP HOLDERS

KOOPWALLET PHASE 02 LAUNCH – 

FEATURES INTEGRATION WITH WEB3 

POSSIBILITIES

MORE KOOP360 WEB3 REALISTIC 

GAMES AT PLATFORM TO PLAY, 
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1.4 TOKENOMICS

20%

5%

20%

On-Chain Community Rewards

55%

40%

5%

Private Placements (20%) +  ITO (20%)

Company

KOOP360 Token Distribution - GOVERNANCE 

Token Name KOOP360

Ticker KOOP

Token Chain BEP-20 I BSC  &  ERC-20 I Polygon

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000 KOOPs

BEP-20 I BSC  Contract 0x8B4a499019a50c0094A8f700E2
393Ee811572964

ERC-20 I Polygon Contract 0x7614BD00E0560Ec9214E4Fcb36
d5Ae23b3eCd3c5

On-Chain Conversion Policy:

NO ACCESS WITH 100% COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE POLICY through Rewards and Incentives by

converting 55% BSC Chain KOOP Tokens into more decentralized, fast, and low fee on-chain 100% ERC-

20 POLYGON-POS Chain KOOP tokens. BSC Chain 55% KOOP tokens have been burned / deleted to the

following BSC Chain address.

Tracking Details of the Burned / Deleted KOOP:
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1.5 WHY POLYGON CHAIN OVER 
BSC FOR THE KOOPGAMES?

20%

5%

20%
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Polygon and Binance Smart Chain (BSC) are both Layer-2 scaling solutions for

Ethereum that offer faster transaction speeds and lower fees than the Ethereum

mainnet. But there are some key advantages that Polygon has over BSC.

Decentralization Polygon is a more decentralized network than BSC. BSC is largely

controlled by Binance, the world’s largest cryptocurrency

exchange. This gives Binance a lot of power over the network,

which could be a concern for some users. Polygon, on the other

hand, is more decentralized, with over 100 validators. This makes

it less likely that a single entity could control the network.

Security Polygon is also more secure than BSC. Polygon uses a Proof-of-

Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism, which is more energy-

efficient and secure than the Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus

mechanism used by BSC

Ecosystem Polygon has a larger and more active ecosystem than BSC. There

are over 7,000 dApps and DeFi projects built on Polygon,

compared to just over 3,000 on BSC. This makes it easier to find

DApps and DeFi projects to use on Polygon.

Overall, Polygon is a more decentralized, secure, and feature-rich Layer-2 scaling solution for Ethereum than

Binance Smart Chain. If you're looking for a scalable and secure platform to build dApps and DeFi projects on,

Polygon is a better choice than BSC. (SOURCE)

https://coinfactory.tech/polygon-vs-binance-smart-chain-which-one-is-better-for-your-blockchain-project/
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2.1 THE USE CASES OF KOOP TOKEN

KOOP GAMES
PTO (PLAY TO OWN) Games with one of the

most active personal experiences with daily

activities. EARN as well as OWN

KOOP AI
Robotic single-command AI tools are artificial 
intelligence-powered tools that can be used to 
automate daily online routine tasks with a single 
command.

KOOP WALLET
Send, Receive & HODL your funds with seven (07) 
blockchain assets. Earn Referral incentives and 
bonuses in KOOP tokens.

KOOPVERSE EVENTS
A proven unique Metaverse arena that is designed 
specifically for futuristic online virtual events and 
concerts. It can be transformed as an immersive 
environment for any of the interactions.
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2.1 THE USE CASES OF KOOP TOKEN

KOOPVERSE
The NFT marketplace and AR/VR Metaverse fields 
offer a unique opportunity to create new and 
innovative ways to interact with content, and to 
learn, and experience advanced digital art and 
technology.

KOOPDEALS
A machine learning (ML) model for e-commerce 
deals, is a system that can automatically 
negotiate and execute the business processes 
and deals, with or without human 
intervention options.

KOOP TOKEN
The fuel that is driving the ecosystem with value 
appreciation proposition. KOOP will provide the 
possibility of either discount, or bonus, or reward / 
incentive, within the project(s) of KOOP360 
Ecosystem.
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2.2 KOOP GAMES

KOOPGAMES IS THE FLAGSHIP PROJECT OF 

KOOP360, AS THESE GAMES WILL BE 

DEVELOPED BY OUR TEAM, WITH THE 

UNIQUE REALISTIC APPROACH TOWARDS 

CONCEPTUAL REAL WORLD USE CASES.

KOOP360 and team are honoured to launch an 

out-of-the-box Gamefi / Play-to-Own gaming 

experience soon with the best utility of KOOP 

Token within it. For quick information:

“
Play-to-own (also known as Play-and-Own) is a more in-depth

version of play-and-earn. The model focuses on allowing players

to earn from their gameplay while also converting the in-game into

NFTs. It provides proof of ownership over the in-game objects

they possess.”

”The Research (not financial advice) Analysis by the KOOP360 Team:

GAMEFI Market size will reach to USD 40 Billion by 2032
The current valuation of the GameFi tokens and projects has been dropped 
by decent % due to the lack of conceptual knowledge and integration with 
real world use cases.

Big name studios have invested heavily in Gamefi / P2E / P&E / Metaverse 
Games and the growth is gradually increasing.
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2.3 KOOP AI Tools

KOOPAI tools are the different Artificial Intelligence tools and plugins 

that will boost the functions used by the internet and social media 

users since a very long time. KOOP360 team have researched and 

analyzed that, technically, each and every aspect will be required an 

AI-assisted tools in the coming future.
KOOPAI is the prominent development phase project for KOOP360 team, 

as our AI experts and team have been programming easy-to-use Robotic 

single command tools and plugins for the users and KOOPERS. For quick 

information:
“Artificial intelligence or AI refers to the simulation of human intelligence 

in machines that are programmed to think and act like humans.”

QUICK VIEW ON TOP AI USE CASES
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2.3 KOOP AI Tools

The Research (not financial advice) Analysis by the KOOP360 Team:

64% of businesses expect AI to increase productivity.

AI will have an estimated 21% net increase on the US GDP by 2030

World Economic Forum research estimates AI will create 97 million jobs.

25% of companies with labour shortages are adopting AI.

One in 10 cars will be self-driving by 2030.

AI Market size is expected to reach USD 407 Billion by 2027
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2.4 KOOPWALLET

MY KEY | MY WALLET | MY FUNDS

KOOPWallet is a blockchain-based non-

custodial wallet with the support of 07 

blockchains and their assets. KOOP360 

team has completed Phase 01 of the 

KOOPWallet with the features of Send, 

Receive and HODL the assets of 07 different 

public blockchain platforms.

The step forward towards the development of 

other phases of KOOPWallet by KOOP360 

team including wallet-to-wallet blockchain 

based chatting feature, DApp browser, 

KOOPSwap feature within the wallet, Bridge 

among different blockchains, and Buy Crypto 

assets with debit/credit card.

KOOPWallet has been launched on iOS and Android with a very
secure feature of send, receive, and hold the assets of 07 blockchains.

At present, there are more than 30,000 users till date,
(June 2023) and counting.
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2.5 KOOPVERSE EVENTS

KOOPVerse Events was an exclusive 

struggling trendy tech effort by the 

KOOP360 Metaverse team to develop 

a very specialized state-of-the-art 

Metaverse Arena for the next phase 

of Metaverse events including 

seminars, conferences, and even the 

concerts / musical events.

We are privileged to achieve the tag or title for Sidhu Moose Wala on May 29, 

2023, for being the first to receive the on-stage TRIBUTE to any artist in the 

world of music and arts, performed within the latest Metaverse ecosystem.
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2.6 KOOPVERSE

KOOPVerse is an NFT Marketplace where 

users can buy, sell, and trade non-

fungible tokens, which are digital assets 

that are unique and usually can’t be 

traded one-for-one for other assets.

KOOPVerse does function in a pattern 

similar to that of traditional online 

markets, in which the interaction between 

buyers and sellers, takes place on a 

centralized platform, but all transactions 

will be placed anonymously between the 

buyers and sellers through decentralized 

auto connected blockchain wallets 

integration.

KOOP360 team expert opinion is that Digital Ownerships
over the blockchain for assets including real estate,
bonds, commodities etc. will be adopted heavily
without any borders or limits in the near future.
Fractional Ownership will enhance the possibility
of lucrative profits for the buyers and sellers
including private and corporate clients.
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2.6 KOOPVERSE

KOOPVERSE PLATFORM WILL BE
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

Purchasing and Selling NFTs

Minting NFTs

High Security

Less Fees and Platform Commission

Better UI experience

Reputation through Independent Reviews

Legal considerations (if possibly available)
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2.7 KOOPDEALS

The main objectives of KOOPDeals
generally, comprise lower costs,
increasing sales, and improving
customer satisfaction.
Sales can be increased by
attracting more customers
through improved
marketing strategies or
by lowering the cost
of products sold.

KOOPDeals is the e-commerce platform for the buying and 

selling of deals, projects, goods and services, or the transmitting 

of funds or data, over an internet securely. These business 

transactions occur either as business-to-business (B2B), 

business-to-consumer (B2C), consumer-to-consumer (C2C) or 

consumer-to-business (C2B).

Direct to Customer (D2C)
is an additional feature
of the KOOPDeals that will
be added soon at
our platform.

“
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2.8 KOOPTOKEN

KOOP Token is the fuel coin to the KOOP360 ecosystem, and it does 

generally facilitate transactions on a BSC blockchain but can 

represent KOOP Token users' / KOOPERS’ stake to serve an 

economic purpose, just like any other legal tender. This means that 

KOOP Token holders can use them to make purchases or trades, 

utilize the KOOP360 ecosystem projects with discount, and staking 

services rewards, just like other utilities to make more profit.

KOOP360 and its team are working with the purpose of the trendy 

tech adaptation according to the influence or impact on our daily 

life. We have never committed any claims that we are the best or 

expert in any field, or we are the trend setters, or we are the 

problem solvers, but we have been trying to move forward with 

step-by-step approach, to enhance the possibilities of developing 

the lucrative technology-oriented projects within our ecosystem, 

that will benefit our users / KOOPERS.
With the proven track record of the last 2 years, we are focused to 

develop the most widely used applications and tools that will assist 

us and our users / KOOPERS to boost the inner capabilities and open 

more opportunities for all of us, either through educated, or trained, 

or with expertise in the tech project within KOOP360 ecosystem.
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3. FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF KOOP360 ECOSYSTEM
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THANK YOU
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THANK YOU

Looking forward to have you on KOOP360 Family.

Powered by KOOP360 | KOOP Labs LLC – USA
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